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When using pronouns to replace part of a
sentence, you may need to use more than one
pronoun at a time. For example:

> Elle explique l’incident aux policiers.
Replace the word l’incident with the direct object
pronoun le and the phrase aux policiers with the
indirect object pronoun leur.

> Elle le leur explique.

When using pronouns to replace part of a
sentence, you may need to use more than one
pronoun at a time. For example:

> Elle explique l’incident aux policiers.
Replace the word l’incident with the direct object
pronoun le and the phrase aux policiers with the
indirect object pronoun leur.

> Elle le leur explique.

The question is, in what order do they go in the
sentence since you have more than one pronoun?
First, remember that these pronouns go before
the verb, and if it’s a negative, the first part of the
negation ‘ne’ goes before any of the pronouns,
and the ‘pas’ comes after the verb.

> Elle ne le leur explique pas.
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To memorize the order of pronouns, find a simple
tune that you can sing or hum to match this order:

me • te • se • nous • vous
le • la • les
lui • leur
y • en
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before
before
before

Singing them to a tune can help you remember
the order when you have multiple pronouns used
in regular affirmative sentences, negatives verb
sentences, and negative imperative sentences.
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